We developed a comprehensive resource for the genome-reduced bacterium Mycoplasma pneumoniae comprising 1748 consistently generated '-omics' data sets, and used it to quantify the power of antisense non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), lysine acetylation, and protein phosphorylation in predicting protein abundance (11%, 24% and 8%, respectively). These factors taken together are four times more predictive of the proteome abundance than of mRNA abundance. In bacteria, post-translational modifications (PTMs) and ncRNA transcription were both found to increase with decreasing genomic GCcontent and genome size. Thus, the evolutionary forces constraining genome size and GC-content modify the relative contributions of the different regulatory layers to proteome homeostasis, and impact more genomic and genetic features than previously appreciated. Indeed, these scaling principles will enable us to develop more informed approaches when engineering minimal synthetic genomes.
INTRODUCTION
Recent molecular and systems biology studies in bacteria have revealed a surprisingly dynamic and complex regulation of gene expression, in some aspects even resembling that of eukaryotes (1, 2) . Consequently, the information flow from genome to RNA to protein, a central dogma in molecular biology (3, 4) , has been refined by newly identified regulatory layers and detailed regulatory mechanisms, including non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs; 1,5,6), post-translational modifications (PTMs; 2) and second messengers (7) (8) (9) . Nevertheless, we still do not fully understand the contribution of these regulatory layers to protein abundances, nor the complex interplay that characterizes the physiological state of a cell.
Although considerable progress has been made to model some of the regulatory processes linking genomes to phenomes (10) , dissecting their putative interactions and quantifying their contributions to the regulation of protein abundance remains difficult due to the paucity of available '-omics' data sets. For example, recent work in humans resulted in a collection of ≈500 genes for which sufficient multi-omics data sets were available (11) , but this only represents ≈5% of the genes with identified proteins (12, 13) . Furthermore, most '-omics' data sets of model organisms have been derived in different laboratories under different conditions, thereby considerably hampering their integration.
To allow complex and systemic analyses within a single organism, we took various Mycoplasma pneumonia data sets that were previously generated under standardized conditions, integrated them into a single resource (MyMpn: http://mycoplasma.crg.eu/; 14) and added new screens for both ncRNAs and PTMs. In total, the 1748 data sets (1680 published, 68 new; Supplementary Table S1) include DNA methylomes (15) , transcriptomes (1, 16) , proteomes (17) , protein-protein interaction networks (18) , PTMs (2), metabolomes (19) and a genome-wide essentiality map (20) . For comparison purposes, we also generated some of the data sets using the related pathogen Mycoplasma genitalium (43 data sets; Supplementary Table S1 ; 10, 15, [21] [22] [23] [24] . These data feature biological replicates, synchronized experimental conditions (e.g. longitudinal data along the growth curve) and matching sample batches.
Our '-omics' data generally cover a much larger fraction of genes or proteins than data for other model bacteria; for example, the M. pneumoniae interactome covers ≈90% of the tested soluble proteins (18) , in contrast to the ≈77% in Escherichia coli (25) . Overall, our data could link 99% (816 360 out of 816 394) of the base pairs of the M. pneumoniae genome to at least one data set ( Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure S1 ), and represent the largest coordinated effort in '-omics' profiling for a model bacterium ( Figure  1B ; Supplementary Table S2 ). While technical details of the databases have been previously described [14] , here we summarize the data and illustrate the value of this unified resource by a number of integration approaches, to provide a quantitative view of the individual and combinatorial contributions of different regulatory layers to the fine-tuning of protein abundance. Our results indicate that antisense ncRNAs, lysine acetylation and phosphorylation correlate better with protein abundance than mRNA levels when combined or even evaluated individually in this genome-reduced bacterium. Comparative analyses of about 1600 bacteria reveal that both genomic guanine-cytosine (GC) content and genome size affect the abundances of ncRNAs, as well as lysine acetylation and phosphorylation. GC content and genome size were previously shown to be significantly correlated with each other (26) . Our results suggest that genomereduction in bacteria correlates with the prevalence of other genomic and genetic features and the respective wiring of different regulatory layers at transcriptomic and proteomic levels.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Assembly of the 1748 '-omics' data sets of M. pneumoniae
The 1748 multi-omics data sets from M. pneumoniae are summarized in Supplementary Table S1 , of which 1680 were previously published. Additionally, 43 data sets were also generated for M. genitalium, including transcriptome profiling at two time points and proteome profiling at 12 time points from 0 to 96 h along the growth curve (Supplementary Table S1 ). These data have been used to manually annotate the genomes of M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium and the coding capacity of newly annotated genes; see Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 for all annotated genes of the two mycoplasmas. All data are freely accessible at MyMpn: http://mycoplasma.crg.eu (14) .
Re-annotation of M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium by combining multi-omics data and manual inspection
We have identified non-coding genome regions, previously unannotated RNAs (ncMPNs), transcriptional start sites (TSSs), promoter sequences and 5 -untranslated regions (5 -UTRs) by analyzing newly-generated (this study) and previously published deep sequencing data (RNAseq; 27) and tiling array data of the M. pneumoniae transcriptome (1; Supplementary Figure S2) . In order to validate the annotation of new genes and refine existing annotations, we integrated data concerning a new class of short RNAs, denominated tssRNAs, which precisely map to the TSSs of bacterial genes (27) . The results for M. pneumoniae are shown in Supplementary Table S3 . Briefly, if the TSS is downstream of the annotated translational start codon (TSC), the open reading frame (ORF) is annotated as shorter; ORFs with more than one TSS are indicated as having an alternative TSS. The transcripts with a 5 -UTR region longer than 40 base pairs are indicated by an 'x' in column I of Supplementary Table S3 (See legend for Supplementary Table S3 ). This analysis revealed 34 previously annotated protein-coding genes with the TSS downstream of the annotated translational start codon (TSC), 72 cases with an alternative TSS (of which 30 were found inside the annotated gene), 160 ORFs with a 5 -UTR longer than 40 nucleotides and 313 ncRNAs (ncMPNs; Supplementary Table S3) .
In order to annotate putative coding genes, we translated all the identified transcripts into all three possible frames, and obtained 2392 putative new ORFs of at least 25 amino acids in length. Sequence comparison supports the transcriptome prediction of 22 new proteins (Supplementary Table S3 ). Mass spectrometry (MS) analysis using newly generated proteome data for this study detected 575 proteins with unique peptides (538 from the 689 annotated, and 37 novel) and 51 proteins (29 from the 689 annotated, and 22 of the predicted new ones) with shared peptides unable to be unequivocally assigned (Supplementary Table S3 ), covering 82% of the previously described M. pneumoniae proteome. The total number of detected proteins is similar to a previously published MS analysis of the M. pneumoniae proteome, where 557 out of 689 ORFs were found (28; Supplementary Table S3 ). Taking into consideration both studies, 706 proteins of the M. pneumoniae proteome have been identified, representing 96% of the total proteome. We detected all genes with significant expression levels (average log 2 > 11 for tiling array and log 2 > 5 for deep sequencing results) by MS, but found only 71% of the proteins with low expression levels or significantly shorter RNAs than expected from the formerly annotated ORFs. Considering that the number of totally or partially duplicated proteins is around 104 in the M. pneumoniae genome, we are approaching complete coverage. Most of the new coding ORFs (35 out of 38) are located in intragenic regions, showing that the same part of the genome encodes for different proteins. For instance, in the region of mpn199, two new proteins encoded by mpn199a (in antisense orientation versus mpn199) and mpn200a (in sense) have been identified. The newly identi- Table S3 ).
Out of the 689 previously annotated ORFs, we identified by sequence comparison 11 proteins with putatively longer and shorter isoforms, 26 possibly longer proteins and 34 presumably shorter ones (Supplementary Table S3 ). We assigned molecular weights to 518 proteins based on SDS gel/MS analysis, confirming the existence of 12 out of the 26 predicted longer proteins (Supplementary Table S3 ). For five of the 26 putative larger proteins (MPN006, MPN148, MPN163, MPN388 and MPN664), we identified unique peptides corresponding to the extended sequences (Supplementary Table S3 ). Table S3 ). In fact, the two isoforms of MPN310 have been previously described by Boonmee et al. (29) .
Finally, we found two cases in which sequence analysis revealed proteins split into two different ORFs (mpn279 (LepA) and mpn520 (IleS)). Genome re-sequencing of these two ORFs revealed a frame shift that, when corrected, resulted in the correct functional proteins with peptides corresponding to the two split regions identified by MS (Supplementary Table S3 ).
In summary, the integration of transcriptomics and proteomics data with a library of the theoretical proteome of M. pneumoniae enabled us to identify 49 new ORFs (35 of them overlapping with annotated proteins), to change the length of 46 proteins (12 longer and 34 shorter), to correct two frame shifts and to identify two long and short isoforms for 6 proteins. It also revealed the existence of a significant number of small proteins (≈5%) of unknown function that are probably missing in the majority of bacterial genome annotations (20) .
Re-annotation of M. genitalium genome
The same procedure was used to annotate the genome of M. genitalium. In total, we were able to refine the annota- Table S4 ).
Orthologous groups and phylogenetic reconstruction of 16 completely sequenced mycoplasma genomes
The orthologous relationships between protein-coding genes of 16 completely sequenced mycoplasmas including M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium, and five additional closely related bacteria were reconstructed using the EGGNOG 3 (30) pipeline. The selected species and resulting orthologous groups are shown in Supplementary Tables S14 and S15. The one-to-one orthologous genes between M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium are defined as those that are in the same orthologous group, with each species having only one gene in that group.
The phylogenetic relationships among the 21 selected species were reconstructed based on the concatenation of 40 universal one-to-one marker genes (Supplementary Table S14) that were previously described (31) . Briefly, for each of the one-to-one genes a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) was built using MUSCLE (32) , with the maximum number of iterations set to 100, followed by GBLOCKS (33), with parameters '-b3 = 8 -b4 = 2 -n = y' to remove poorly aligned positions. The resulting 40 MSAs were concatenated and RAxML (34) was used to reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships for the 21 species using the default JTT model with 100 bootstrap iterations. The resulting species tree can be found in Supplementary Table S14 and visualized using EvolView (35) .
Characteristics of ncRNAs and their putative roles in gene regulation
ncRNAs are abundantly expressed in M. pneumoniae (Supplementary Figure S3 ). The majority (236 out of 311; 76%) of the ncRNAs are antisense to protein-coding genes, suggesting putative regulatory roles. As expected, we found that coding genes targeted by genome-encoded antisense ncRNAs had relatively lower mRNA abundances (P = 0.0039; Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test) than untargeted genes, suggesting putative transcriptional interference. Furthermore, we found that the protein/mRNA abundance ratios of targeted coding genes were also significantly lower compared to the untargeted ones (P = 0.006; Supplementary Figure  S8) ; for example, the three most targeted genes (red dots in Supplementary Figure S8) showed lower than average protein/mRNA ratios, suggesting post-transcriptional regulation by ncRNAs. The respective regulatory effects of ncRNAs on the abundances of either the target mRNAs or corresponding proteins differ among the distinct classes of genes with different abundances (Supplementary Figure S9) or functional categories (Supplementary Figure S8) .
Similar results were found in M. genitalium: most of the ncRNAs (447 out of 494; 90.4%) overlap with antisense protein-coding genes; genes that overlapped with antisense ncRNAs showed decreased mRNA and protein abundances as compared with those that did not (P < 0.05).
M. pneumoniae-specific and conserved genes (i.e. those also found in M. genitalium) have a similar likelihood of being targeted by ncRNAs, thus implying that there is no preference with regard to targeting conserved genes. Coding genes targeted by antisense ncRNAs are not random in M. pneumoniae: proteins involved in the translation machinery or the regulation of translation efficiency are often heavily targeted (Supplementary Table S6 ; Figure S10 ). For example, among the top 10 most targeted genes (ordered according to the percentage of gene length covered by the antisense ncRNA), two are related to the assembly and regulation of the 50S ribosome complex, rplC and yceC. rplC is a member of the large ribosome complex (Supplementary Figure S10A ) while yceC is a putative regulator of its assembly (Supplementary Figure S10C) , and their disruption could lead to fitness and lethal phenotypes respectively (20) . In addition, Ygl3, a putative tRNA methyltransferase essential in M. pneumoniae (Supplementary Figure S10C) , is capable of controlling translation efficiency by increasing the tRNA methylation in eukaryotes (36) .
Generally, the ncRNAs are not conserved between the two mycoplasmas, and the extent to which the coding genes overlap with antisense ncRNAs between one-to-one orthologs varies significantly between the two species (R = −0.025, P = 0.592; Supplementary Table S6 ). However, the heavily targeted genes (i.e. those which have ≥50% of their lengths overlapping with antisense ncRNAs) in M. genitalium (Supplementary Table S6 Figure S10A ) subunit are targeted in M. pneumoniae; this is somewhat similar to the regulation of cell cycle expression, where the level of selection is the complex and not the individual gene or protein (37) .
Furthermore it appears that if only one subunit of a stoichiometrically well-balanced protein complex is targeted, the entire complex becomes low abundant regardless of the exact protein that has been suppressed by the ncRNA (Supplementary Figure S10 ).
Identification and comparative analyses of lysine acetylation in M. pneumoniae, M. genitalium and the larger pathogen Salmonella enterica, subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium LT2
A method previously described in ref. (2) was used to identify lysine acetylation sites in the three bacteria. To maximize the identification, lysine-acetylated peptides were enriched and three technical replicates were performed for each bacterium. In total we identified 3045, 4156 and 2804 acetylated lysine residues in M. pneumoniae, M. genitalium and S. enterica, respectively. The total number of lysine sites and acetylated ones identified per protein are listed in Supplementary Tables S7-S9 . Based on the overlap between the triplicated samples, we estimated the total number of acetylated sites to be as high as 3500, 4500 and 4000 for M. pneumoniae, M. genitalium and S. enterica, respectively (Supplementary Figure S11 ), indicating that we have captured most of the possible acetylated lysines in the two mycoplasmas (87% and 92% for M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium respectively) and the majority (70%) of them in S. enterica.
Conserved proteins are more likely to be acetylated (Supplementary Figure S4) . Indeed, metabolic enzymes, chaperones and proteins involved in transcription, protein turnover and PTMs, were preferentially lysine-acetylated (for each protein the number of lysine acetylation sites was normalized by the total number of lysines identified by MS; Supplementary Tables S7-S9; Figure S12 ). Interestingly, we found that the enzymes involved in central carbon metabolism and production of acetyl-CoA were all frequently lysine-acetylated (Supplementary Figure S13) . High levels of acetyl-coA are known to induce increased lysine acetylation in the mitochondria of mammalian cells (38) Figure S13) .
In addition, we found that the likelihood that a protein is lysine-acetylated in both M. pneumoniae and S. enterica increases with the number of species in which orthologs of this protein can be found (Supplementary Figure S4) .
We found that both the total numbers and proportions of acetylated lysines per protein between one-to-one orthologs in the two mycoplasmas are significantly correlated (R 2 = 0.376, P < 2.2e-16, Pearson correlation; Supplementary Figure S14A ). However, when exact lysine sites were examined in the alignments of one-to-one orthologs of the two mycoplasmas (conserved and non-conserved lysine residues between one-to-one orthologs were identified by using MUSCLE (32) to align the two protein sequences), we found that the percentage of conserved and non-conserved lysine sites being acetylated in each species was similar (Supplementary Figure S14B ). The results did not change even upon considering the so-called 'neighboring effects' (i.e. when the acetylated lysine was not conserved, an alternative lysine could frequently be found within the immediate neighboring amino acids of the original aligned site in other species (2)), suggesting fast evolution of the PTM sites and their putative species-specific regulatory roles. However, the conserved lysine sites are more likely to be acetylated in both mycoplasmas than is randomly expected (P = 0.00037; Supplementary Figure S15) , indicating a selective functional advantage.
Collection of genomic and genetic features for 1600 complete prokaryotic genomes
M. pneumoniae is a rather unique bacterium with respect to its highly reduced genome and yet free-living lifestyle. In order to extrapolate our findings to other bacterial species with confidence, we needed to identify the evolutionary forces that were at work. We therefore also performed comparative analyses with different groups of bacterial species. Genome sequences and annotations for 1600 completely sequenced prokaryotic genomes (as of January 2013) were downloaded from the NCBI GenBank (40). The following features were then calculated for each genome: number of protein-coding genes, median and mean protein length, total number of amino acids, numbers of select amino acids such as K (lysine), Y (tyrosine), T (threonine) and S (serine), genome size, and genomic and coding GC-contents.
In order to identify possible transcription factors in each genome, protein sequences were searched against the PFAM (41) domain profiles version 18 using HMMER3 (42) , with an e-value cutoff of 0.01. Then, resulting domain hits were cross-compared with a list of DNA-binding domains downloaded from DBD (43) . A protein was marked as a putative transcription factor if it contained one or more DNA-binding domains.
Operon predictions were obtained from DOOR, the database of prokaryotic operons (44) . tRNAs were predicted using tRNAscan-SE version 1.3.1 (45) with parameter -G (use general tRNA model) on the downloaded genome sequences.
Regular and partial correlations
Pearson correlation coefficients between mRNA and protein concentrations were calculated using a built-in function, cor.test() in R (46) . To estimate the contribution of selected sequence features and -omics data sets on protein abundance, independent of its mRNA abundance, partial correlation coefficients (Pearson) were also calculated using the R function pcor.test() with default parameters. The pcor.test can be obtained from http://www.yilab.gatech.edu/ pcor.R.
Multiple regression using MARS
Multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) was used to describe the individual as well as combined contribution of the selected features to protein abundance. MARS is a non-parametric regression technique and is implemented in the 'earth' package (47) in R (46).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a first use case, we derived high-quality annotations for the M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium genomes (Supplementary Figure S2 ) by integrating previously published transcriptomics (RNAseq (27) and tiling arrays (1) Table S4 ).
The resulting large number of ncRNAs (311) in M. pneumoniae was quite striking as we found 30 times more per million base pairs (MB) when compared to E. coli (5, 6 ; Supplementary Table S5 ). Many of the ncRNAs are abundantly expressed during all stages of the growth curve (Supplementary Figure S3 ). As many as 85% overlap with proteincoding genes, with 76% of these being on the opposite Table S6 ). We previously found that 5% of the newly annotated ncRNAs are essential for the growth of M. pneumoniae in rich-media (20) . Although overexpression of 11 of these ncRNAs did not affect the transcriptome or proteome of M. pneumoniae (Llorens et al., in print), we observed in our data set that coding genes targeted by genome-encoded antisense ncRNAs have lower mRNA abundances (P = 0.0039; Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test) and protein/mRNA abundance ratios (P = 0.004) than the untargeted ones. This could be due to antisense ncRNAs functioning by the generated RNA (48) or their generation itself (20, 49, 50) , or simply reflect that poorly transcribed genes could tolerate transcriptional noise in the opposite strand. Similar results were found for M. genitalium (Supplementary Table S6 ).
We have previously detected a high number of phosphorylation sites in M. pneumoniae, and, surprisingly, even more lysine acetylation sites (2) . We have now also measured them comparatively with both M. genitalium and S. enterica (4857 Kbp, 4423 protein-coding genes (51); Materials and Methods). We not only found four times as many lysine acetylation sites as previously reported (3045 versus 759 sites (2); Supplementary Table S7) in M. pneumoniae, but also many more in the smaller M. genitalium (4156; Supplementary Table S8 ), and significantly less in the larger S. enterica (2804; Supplementary Table S9) . Starting with the smallest genome, at least 82%, 58% and 20% of lysinecontaining proteins, and 25%, 15% and 4.6% of all identified lysines are found acetylated in the three bacteria, respectively (Supplementary Table S9 ), implying that smaller genomes tend to have considerable higher rates of lysine acetylation. Consistent with our observations, recent studies on acetylome profiling identified 1070 (52) and 1355 (53) unique acetylation sites in E. coli and B. subtilis, respectively; these numbers are lower than those of the two mycoplasmas. We did identify more unique acetylation sites in S. enterica than in E. coli or B. subtilis, even though they have similar genome sizes; this is likely due to the more sensitive technology used in our study and our exhaustive sampling strategy. The higher acetylation rate in streamlined genomes is likely due to the fact that a higher proportion of proteins in these genomes are involved in essential processes such as translation, transcription and metabolism; these proteins are often conserved, and more likely to be acetylated (52; see also Supplementary Figure S4) .
In M. pneumoniae both the total number of acetylated lysines per identified protein and the proportion of acetylated lysines out of all identified lysines (taken into account so that the protein abundance can be controlled for; see Materials and Methods) correlate positively with the protein abundance (Pearson Correlation R = 0.47 and 0.35, P < 2.2 × 10 −16 ). As our identification of acetylated sites reached saturation in M. pneumoniae, i.e. the total number of identified acetylation sites did not increase with additional experiments (Supplementary Figure S11) , the observed positive correlation cannot be a byproduct of sampling biases (e.g. abundant proteins have higher chance to be sampled) and may imply a functional role for acetylation in protein abundance. Indeed, previous studies suggested that lysine acetylation may play regulatory roles in protein stability (54) . Similarly, a positive correlation between protein abundance and the number of phosphorylation sites was observed (R = 0.28 and 0.41, P < 1.1 × 10 −8 ; using data from (2)). However, we cannot rule out that these results are related to the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer, where low abundant peptides are not detected or only very rarely detected, resulting in a depletion of acetylated sites in low abundant proteins.
So far we have shown that both the abundantly expressed ncRNAs and extensive PTMs correlate with (and may contribute to) protein abundances, but in order to quantify their predictive power to the latter, other factors have to be taken into account. For example, protein half-life in M. pneumoniae is generally longer than the generation-time (17), while mRNA half-life is rather short (on average 8 min; Llorens V., Yus E. & Serrano, L. in preparation), similar to other bacteria (e.g. on average ≈5 min in both E. coli (55) and B. subtilis (56) ). We thus derived from our M. pneumoniae resource a total of 20 features that could possibly be predictive of protein abundance (11; see Supplementary Table S10 for a complete list) when the contribution of the mRNAs is controlled for (a method called 'partial correlation' (57) ; also see Materials and Methods). Among them, 10 were found to correlate significantly with protein abundance at a given mRNA abundance and thus were retained for subsequent analysis (Figure 2) .
On average <11% of the variation in protein abundance could be explained by mRNA abundance under the same conditions ( Figure 2) ; this is much lower than in larger bacteria (e.g. 30-50% for E. coli (58) ). In M. pneumoniae, many factors could have an impact on protein abundance and are hence called 'regulatory layers' hereafter. The largest contributor is the extent of lysine acetylation, which explains as much as 24% of the protein abundance variation (Figure 2) , followed by protein half-life (17.09%), the length of gene overlap with its antisense ncRNAs (10.51%), sequence features including the proportion of leucines (9.58%) and codon adaptation index (CAI; 9.57%), as well as phosphorylation (8.46%).
Considering redundancies among these factors (Supplementary Table S10 ), together they are capable of explaining 55.3% of the variance in protein abundance ( Figure 2B , see also Supplementary Table S10). These results indicate the need to factor in sequence constraints and regulatory layers when drawing conclusions from transcriptomic readouts to the protein landscape of a cell. Some of the remaining variance could be attributed to technical limitations associated with the quantification of transcriptomes (≈4%) and Genome size and GC-content correlate significantly across 1600 bacteria. The dashed red-line represents the linear regression. (C) Separating the impact of one factor from the other using partial correlation. Genome size was found to have more predictive power than GC-content for some features (in dark-green), while for others, GC-content was found to be more predictive (in dark-red). A factor (i.e. genome size or genome GC) is defined as a major contributor if it has significantly more predictive power than the other. For this to be true one of the following conditions must be satisfied: (i) it (genome size or GC-content) correlates significantly with a genomic feature while the other factor (GC or genome size) does not, or (ii) both correlate significantly with a genomic feature, but one (GC or genome size) has an absolute correlation coefficient value that is twice as high or higher than the other (genome size or GC). (D) Distances of the features in (C) to the diagonal line showing the relative predictive power (absolute partial correlation coefficient value) of GC-content over genome size; the more to the left on the x-axis, the more predictive power of GC-content over genome size. Black data points in (C) and (D) are those for which the GC-content and genome size have similar predictive powers. See Supplementary Table S13 for the data.
proteomes (≈17%; see Materials and Methods). Notably, a substantial proportion of the protein abundance variation (23.6%) remains unexplained (Figure 2 ). This suggests the existence of additional, independent regulatory layers such as translational controls or second messengers for which data are currently not available in M. pneumoniae.
Although deriving comparable data for two closely related mycoplasmas validates our observations, the power of individual features to predict protein abundance can obviously vary in other bacteria and might be heavily constrained by genome-reduction. To extrapolate our findings and derive scaling laws (a scaling law is a functional relationship between two variables where one varies as a function of the other) for related features, we performed comparative analyses with different groups of bacteria with varying phylogenetic distances to M. pneumoniae and M. genitalium.
Unlike the number of protein-coding genes, which tightly correlates with genome size (R 2 = 0.97; Supplementary Figure S5 ; using 1600 complete bacterial genomes from NCBI as of January 2013, Supplementary Table S11), the number of ncRNAs appears to follow a different principle, as the smaller bacterium M. genitalium expresses more ncRNAs (Supplementary Table S5 ). We recently found that the number of ncRNAs per million bases shows a strong negative correlation with genomic GC-content (R 2 = 0.88) in 20 selected bacteria (unpublished results). As Sigma 70 factors in bacteria are known to recognize A/T rich regions, it is possible that in genomes with a low GC-content more regions promote transcription in an unspecific way, and therefore having more ncRNAs could provide a needed level of control.
The GC-content can also explain ≈87.7% and ≈40% of the variation in acetylation and phosphorylation substrates (lysine% and serine%; Figure 3A ,B), respectively. The codons for these amino acids are AT-rich and occur frequently in low-GC genomes (Supplementary Table S12 ). Larger bacteria such as S. enterica and E. coli encode fewer lysine residues per protein, after normalizing for protein lengths (Supplementary Table S11 ); the same is true for tyrosines and serines (59) . Both conserved and species-specific proteins are equally affected (Supplementary Figure S6) .
These observations have several important implications. Firstly, in two species with comparable genome sizes but different GC-contents (e.g. E. coli and B. subtilis) the numbers of post-translationally modifiable residues (PTMRs) per protein are very different (Figure 3) . Secondly, the incidences of the two types of PTMRs decrease differently. For instance, the genomic GC-content increases from 31.5% in M. genitalium to 51.9% in E. coli, and the frequency of lysines drops from 9.5% to 4.4% (2.15-fold), but that of tyrosines, threonines and serines remains largely unaffected (varying from 6.6% to 5.7%, or 1.15-fold). Due to the fact that the interactions between the two types of PTMs, i.e. decreased protein phosphorylation affects acetylation and vice versa, depend on the frequency of the modification (2), our results suggested that GC-content could be a key indicator in the dynamics of crosstalk among PTMs in prokaryotes.
Many genomic and genetic properties such as the number of transcription factors or the percent of duplicated genes that correlate with GC-content, correlate similarly with genome size (Figure 4A ), due to the correlation between the two factors (R 2 = 0.367; Figure 4B ). To dissect the relative predictive power of one factor independent of the other for selected genomic and genetic features, we again used partial correlation (57) to revisit existing and newly identified scaling laws. This way we were able to show that the number of transcription factors increases with genome size (60) regardless of GC-content (Figure 4) . Similar results were found for operon size, proportion of genes in operons, gene density and proportion of duplicated genes ( Figure  4C) . Conversely, the correlations with the proportion of select amino acids (serine, tyrosine, lysine) could be attributed mostly to genome GC-content ( Figure 4D ). These results confirm that GC-content is a better predictor for features that have important regulatory roles while genome size appears to be more directly associated to the pool of proteins, i.e. functional capacity ( Figure 4D ).
In bacteria, the reduction of genome size has been attributed to a variety of factors, e.g. degenerative reduction because of parasitic life styles (e.g. pathogens) or adaptive streamlining because of environmental energetic constraints (61); either way, genome-reduction is often accompanied by decreasing genome GC-content (Supplementary Table S11 ). The decreasing complexity of traditional regulatory networks consisting of transcription factors that comes along with genome size reduction (Supplementary Figure  S7 ; R 2 = 0.8; see also (60)), appears to be counteracted by elevated nonconventional regulatory layers including ncRNAs, and PTMs. Thus, the evolutionary forces constraining genome size and GC-content modify the relative contributions of the regulatory mechanisms to proteome homeostasis, and impact more genomic and genetic features than previously appreciated.
Taken together, we make use of the richest resource that has been assembled so far for any bacterium, as measured by base pair coverage and diversity. This resource has a huge potential to boost systems biology research in M. pneumoniae and beyond. We were able to quantify the predictive power of different factors in estimating protein abundance, many of which follow simple scaling laws (see Supplementary Figure S16 for an overview of our data integration workflow), demonstrating that global principles can be derived from this genome-reduced bacterium.
